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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, either I= {a, a + 1, . . . . b}, if b-a is a positive integer, or 
I= {a, a+ 1, . ..}. G iven n>l, for Odj<n, let I’={,, a+1 ,..., b+j} in 
the former definition of I, and let I’ = Z in the latter case. For a finite or 
infinite sequence U: u(u), u(u + l), . . . . defined on some I”, Hartman [7] 
defined s = a to be a generalized zero of u if u(u) = 0, and s > a to be a 
generalized zero of u if either U(S) = 0 or there exists an integer j, 
l<j<s--a, such that (-l)ju(s-j)u(s)>O, and ifj>l, u(s-j+l)= 
. = U(S - 1) = 0. We shall be concerned with characterizing solutions, in 
terms of generalized zeros of higher order differences, for the nth order 
linear difference quation 
Pu(s) = $J aj(s) u(s + j) = 0, (1) 
J=o 
where s ranges over Z, a,(s) = 1, so(s) # 0 on 1, and the coefficients tli(s), 
0 < j < n, are defined on I. A solution u of (1) is then defined on I”. 
In his landmark paper, Hartman [7] defined the difference quation (1) 
to be disconjugute OIZ I” if and only if the only solution of ( 1) having n 
generalized zeros on I” is the trivial solution. In determining criteria for the 
disconjugacy of (1) on I”, Hartman established several conditions 
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analogous to those for the disconjugacy of a linear nth order ordinary 
differential equation. Among those, he obtained a Polya [lo] criterion (or 
Markov condition [2]), and other criteria concerning the positivity of 
minors of a Wronskian determinant for the disconjugacy of (1) on I”. He 
also obtained a criterion concerning the unique solvability of a class of 
boundary value problems for the disconjugacy of (1) on I”. 
Muldowney [8] and Eloe and Henderson [4] studied criteria for the 
right disfocality of an n th order linear ordinary differential equation; in 
doing so, they obtained several necessary and sufficient conditions in terms 
of the positivity of minors of a Wronskian determinant, many of which are 
analogues of sign conditions associated with Markov, Descartes, and 
Fekete conditions [ 1, 21. 
For a sequence u defined on I”, define differences by Au(s) = 
u(s+ 1)--u(s) on In-*, and for 2 6 i<n, d’u(s) =d(d’-‘U(S)) on I”-‘. 
Motivated by the results for linear ordinary differential equations in [4, 81, 
Eloe [3] defined the linear difference quation (1) to be right disfocal on I” 
if and only if u s 0 is the only solution of (1) on I” such that dj- ‘U has a 
generalized zero at si, 1 d j Q n, where a d s1 < s2 < ‘. . < s, in I’. Eloe [ 33 
then formulated criteria for the right disfocality of (1) on I” in analogy to 
the Markov, Descartes, and Fekete conditions given in [4, S]. 
As further motivation for this paper, we cite the extensive paper of 
Muldowney [9], in which he applied these types of positivity criteria to a 
large class of boundary value problems for nth order linear differential 
equations. This large class of problems was formulated in terms of right 
(m, ; . . . . mr) invertibility and included both the conjugate and right focal 
types of boundary value problems. 
Our study will be concerned with criteria for what we shall call m,, . . . . m, 
right disfocaility of (1) on I”. 
DEFINITION 1.1. (a) Let 1 6 Id n and m,, . . . . m, be positive integers such 
that Cf= i mi = n. We say that (1) is m,, . . . . m, right disfocal on I” if and 
only if u 3 0 is the only solution of (1) on I” such that, for each 1 < i < I, 
d’- ‘U has mi generalized zeros at 
s In,+ ~.~+m,-,+l, -.,Sm,+ . ..+m., 
where 
a6s, < ... <s,, in Zn-‘+I, and 
S m,+ ...+m.-, Gs,,+ . ..+m.-,+, < ... <s,,+ ...+m, (2) 
in Z”-‘+‘,2<i<l. 
(b) If, for some m,, . . . . m,, (1) is not m, , . . . . m, right disfocal on I” 
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and if u is a nontrivial solution of (1) on I” such that Al-h has m, 
generalized zeros at s,, + ._. +,+, + i, . . . . s,, + +m,, 1 < id Z, where {sj};= i 
satisfies (2), then we shall call u an m, , . . . . m, right focal solution of (1) on I” 
having an m,, . . . . m, right distribution of generalized zeros at (sj};= i. If 
{.s,};= , E X, where X is some set, we shall say that u has an m i, . . . . m, right 
distribution of generalized zeros on X. 
Hartman [7, Proposition 5.11 obtained a discrete version of Rolle’s 
theorem with respect to generalized zeros. Thus, it follows that if (1) is 
right disfocal on I”, then (1) is m,, . . . . m, right disfocal on I”, for all 
m, , . . . . m,. In turn, if (1) is m, , . . . . m, right disfocal, for some m, , . . . . m,, then 
(1) is disconjugate on I”. 
The object of this paper is to obtain criteria for the m,, . . . . ml right dis- 
focality of (1) on I” in terms of positivity conditions on minors of 
Wronskian determinants. These criteria are analogues to those criteria for 
the disconjugacy and right disfocality of (1) on I” given by Hartman [7] 
and Eloe [3], respectively. In Section 2, we shall introduce further notation 
and establish some general positivity conditions on minors of determinants 
of interest. Then, in Section 3, we shall establish our criteria for the 
ml, . . . . m, right disfocality of (1) on I”. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
In this section, Eq. (1) is not involved. We introduce notation and 
establish some positivity conditions on minors of certain determinants via 
the use of a standard identity on determinants. 
Let A= Ca,il,.i,j<n be a real n x n matrix. For 1 <k < n and indices 
1 < i, < . . . < i, < n, define 
Dk(i,, . . . . ik)~detIIa,l.,l,.j,,.k, 
and for b = (b,, . . . . bk) E Rk and 1 < j d k, let 
DT(i,, . . . . b, . . . . i&,) 
denote the determinant of the k x k matrix where the Zth row is 
theith row is 
tail, 1 % -, %,k)r l<Z<j-1, 
(b I > .. . . b/c), 
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and the Zth row is 
(%,,I> ...> ai ,-I, kh j+l<l<k. 
The proof of the following lemma is an application of Sylvester’s identity 
[S]; see [4,8] for a proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A = [au] be an n x n real matrix. Let 2 <k d n, indices 
l<i,< . ..<i.<n,andb~R~begiven. Then,foreach2<j<k, 
D/k:/(&, . . . . 6, . . . . ik- 1) Dk(i,, . . . . ik) 
=Dkvl(i 1, . . . . ik-,) D,k_,&, . . . . b, . . . . ik) 
+ Dk-‘(i, , . . . . ik) DT(i,, . . . . b, . . . . ik- 1). 
Lemma 2.1 plays a fundamental role in establishing the next lemma 
which in turn will be used in establishing positivity conditions on 
determinants involving systems of solutions of (1). Let rl , . . . . r, be positive 
integers such that 
n2r, 2 ... >r, ark+, 2 ... kr,=l andrk<rk+i+l, l<k<n-1. 
(3) 
We point out here that if rk = n - k + 1, 1 d k 6 n, then the following 
lemma is equivalent to a lemma established by Eloe [3, Lemma 2.21. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A = [a01 be given and let { rk}; = 1 satisfy (3). Then 
Dk(i, . . . . i+k-l)>O, 1 <i<r,, 1 <k<n, (4) 
if and only if 
Dh+k(i,, . . . . i,,, i, . . . . i+k- l)>O, 
l<i, < ... <i,<idr,,Odh,l<k<n. (5) 
Proof: By h=O, we mean Dh+k(i, ,..., i,, i ,..., i+k-l)=Dk(i ,..., i+ 
k - l), so it is clear that (5) implies (4). The argument now proceeds by an 
induction on k, h, and the difference i - i,. 
First, let k = 1. If h = 0, there is nothing to prove. So assume that 0 < h 
and that, for all 0 6 1 <h, 
D’+ ‘(i 1, . . . . i,, j)>O, l<i, < ... <i,< j<r,. 
Moreover, if i- i, = h, then 
Dh+’ 
(i 1, a*., i,,,i)=D*+‘(i-h ,..., i-l,i)>O 
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by (4), since 1 Q i - h d r,, + , . (To see that i-h < rh + i, note that it follows 
from (3) rl drh+l +h. Thus i-h<r, -h<r,+,.) Thus, let cr>h and 
assume, in addition to the hypothesis on h, that Dh+‘(il, . . . . i,, j) > 0, for 
all Sets of indices satisfying 1 < i, < . < ih < j < r, , where h < j - i, < a. 
Now suppose 1 < i, < . . . < i, < i 6 r i and that i - i, = a. Since i - i, > h, 
there are two cases to consider. 
Case (i). i, + 1 = i. Then, for some 2 d j< h, ii - i,- i > 1. Apply 
Lemma2.1 with b=(aG_,+,,, ,..., a,..,+,,,+,) and let i,=i-1 when 
appropriate. Then 
DT::+‘(iz, . . . . b, . . . . ihpl, i- 1) Dh+l(il, . . . . ih, i) 
=Dh-1+1 
(I 1, . . . . lh ~ 1, i- 1) 
xDhfl 
J-1 
(i 2, ..., b, . . . . i&l, i- 1, i) 
+ Dhp1+‘(i2, . . . . i,-,, ih, i) 
x D:+‘(il, . . . . b, . . . . ihp,, i- 1). 
The factor D”- 1 + ’ and each of the factors involving Dh- r + ’ are positive 
J--I 
by induction on h. Also, since i- i, < a and i- 1 - i, < a, the factors Dj”T: 
and Dh+ ’ are positive. Consequently, Dh+ ‘(iI, . . . . ih, i) > 0 for this case. 
J 
Case (ii). i- ih > 1. This time set b = (a,- i,i, . . . . ai_ i,h+ i) and apply 
Lemma 2.1 (and writing i- 1 rather than b). Then 
Dh-1+1 
h (i 2, ..., ih, i- 1) Dh+l(il, . . . . i,, i) 
=Dh-ltl(il ,..., ihMl,ih)Di+‘(i2 ,..., i,,i-1,i) 
+Dhel+‘(iZ, . . . . i,, i) Dizt(i,, . . . . i,, i- 1). 
Here the factor Di- ’ + ’ and each of the factors labeled Dh-‘+ ’ are 
positive by induction on h, and since i- i, < a and i- 1 - i, <a, the 
factors 0:’ ’ and 0;; i are also positive. Again, we conclude 
Dh+l 
(i 1, . . . . ih, i) > 0. 
Inducting now on k, assume 1 < k < n and that, for 1~ s < k, 
D’+‘(i,, . . . . i,, j, . . . . j + s - 1) > 0, 
ldi, < . ..-=ci.<j<r,,Odt. 
Inducting again on h, our arguments proceed much like those above in 
Cases (i) and (ii). If h = 0, again there is nothing to prove. So assume 0 < h 
and that, for all 0 d Z< h, 
Dlfk(i, ,..., ir,j ,..., j+k-l)>O, l<i,< . ..<ir<j<rk. 
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Moreover, if i and i, are indices such that i- i, = h, and since 1 < 
i-h,<rh+k, then from condition (4), 
Dhfk 
(i I, . . . . i,, i, . . . . i+k- 1) 
=Dh+k(i-h ,..., i-1,i ,..., i+k-l)>O. 
Thus, let a > h and assume, in addition to the assumptions on k and h, 
that Dh+k(i,, . . . . i,, j, . . . . j+ k - 1) > 0, for all sets of indices satisfying 
1 <i, < ... <ih < j<rk, where h,< j-i, <CL 
Now suppose 1 d i, < ... <i, <ibr,and that i-i, =K Since i-i, >h, 
the same cases as above arise. 
Case (iii). ih + 1 = i. Then, for some 2 d j< h, ii - ij-, > 1. Setting 
b= km,+,,,, ...> a,/-l+l,h+k)2 using ih = i - 1, and applying Lemma 2.1, we 
have 
D$-‘+k 
J--1 
(iz, . . . . b, . . . . ih_,, i- 1, i, . . . . i+k-2) 
xDh+k(i, ,..., i,,i ,..., i+k-1) 
=Dh-l+k 
(i 1, . . . . ih _ 1 , i - 1, i, . . . . i + k - 2) 
xD!‘+~ 
J-1 
(i 2, ..., b, . . . . i&-l, i- 1, i, . . . . i+k- 1) 
+Dhp1+k(i2 ,..., i,-l,i,,, i ,..., i+k-1) 
x 0; + “( i, , . . . . b, . . . . i, _ , , i - 1, i, . . . . i + k - 2). 
The factor Dh- l+ k and each of the factors involving Dh- ’ + k are positive 
J--1 
by the inductive assumption on h. Furthermore, since i- i, < c( and 
i- 1 -i, < ~1, the factors Dft“ and D’rfk are positive. Consequently, 
Dh+k (iI, . . . . ih, i, . . . . i+k-l)>O for this /case. 
Case (iv). i- ih > 1. This time we set b = (a,- i,i, ,.., a,- l,h+k). Then 
applying Lemma 2.1 (and again writing i- 1 rather than b), we have 
Dh-‘+k 
(G, -., ih, 
D:+k-, . 
i - 1, i, . . . . i + k - 2) Dh+k(i,, . . . . ih, i, . . . . i + k - 1) = 
Dhpl+k~;,l, .. . . ih, i, . . . . i+k-2) Dt+“(i*, . . . . ih, i- 1, i, . . . . i+k- l)+ . 
2, . . . . l,,, 1, **., i+k- 1) D~~f(il, . . . . ih, i- 1, i, . . . . i+k-2). In this 
situation the factors Dh-’ +k and Dh- ’ +k 
the facto; Dh+k-’ 
are positive by induction on h, 
is phositive by induction on k, and since i - i, < a and 
i- 1 -i, <a, the factors Di+k and 02;: are also positive. Consequently, 
we again conclude Dh + “( i, , . . . . i,, i, . . . . i + k - 1) > 0. In conclusion, 
condition (5) is satisfied and the proof is complete. 
Let ui, . . . . u,, be sequences defined on I”. For 1 <k < n and indices 
1 d i, d ... < ik Gn, define 
Dk(i,, . . . . ik)(S)=det[d’,-l U,(S)ll<j,,<k, 
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where s E I”- ik + I, and define 
Dk(i,, . . . . i,; sl, . . . . Sk)=detCd’/~‘u,(s,)ll,i,,.k, 
where a<s, d ... <s, in Inpik+l. 
Lemma 2.3 follows immediately from Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let ul, . . . . u, be sequences defined on I”, and let {rk};! 1 
satisfy (3). Then 
Dk(i, . . . . i+k- l)(s)>O, sEI~-~~~+*, 1 <i<r,, 1 <k<n, (6) 
tf and only tf 
Dh+k (2 1, ..., lh, i, . . . . i+k-l)(s)>O, 
SEzn-‘-k+*, 1 <i, < ... <i,<i<r,,O<h, ldk<n. (7) 
Remark. To be consistent with terminology employed in [4], we shall 
say that a system of sequences, ui, . . . . u,, defined on I”, is a F-system (for 
Fekete) with respect o {rk} if (6) holds and that the system is a D-system 
(for Descartes) with respect o { rk} if (7) holds. 
3. CRITERIA FOR m,, . . . . m, RIGHT DISFOCALITY 
In this section, we formulate necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
m,, . . . . m, right disfocality of (1) on I”. Before this formulation, we shall 
provide three principal tools, the first of which is a discrete version of 
Rolle’s Theorem; see Hartman [7, Proposition 5.11. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that the finite sequence u(l), . . . . u(j) has Ni 
generalized zeros and that the finite sequence Au( 1 ), . . . . Au( j - 1) has M, 
generalized zeros. Then Mj > N, - 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let y be a positive integer. Let u be a sequence defined 
on I” and suppose that u has y generalized zeros at (a < ) s, < . . . < sy in I”. 
Then, for any partition by positive integers (m,, . . . . mi) of y (i.e., 
XI ,=Imj=y), u has an m ,,..., m, right distribution of generalized zeros on 
1s 1, . ..1 s, -i+ l}. 
Proof Assume that u has y generalized zeros at (a d ) si < . . . < sy and 
that m,, . . . . mi are positive integers such that cf=, mj = y. Then u has m, 
generalized zeros at s,, . . . . s,, and y - m, + 1 generalized zeros on 
1s m,, . . . . sr }. By Proposition 3.1, Au has at least y - m, generalized zeros at 
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CL, G ) t,,+ 1 < ... < t, < sy - 1. Thus, du has m2 generalized zeros at 
t t m,+l~“‘? m,+m~ and at least y-m, - m2 + 1 generalized zeros on 
It m1+m2, -.. s, - I>. 
Continuing this argument, it can be shown that, for each 2 < j < i, AJ- lu 
has mj generalized zeros at (s^,, + +m,_l < ) s^*, +._. +m,-,+1 < ... < 
1 
3 + ‘.’ + mJ 
and at least y-m, - ... -mj + 1 generalized zeros on 
m, + + m,, .. . . S, - j + 1 }. Thus, assume A’- *u has rn;- 1 generalized zeros 
at (i,,+ . ..+.,-,<) irn,+ ...+m,_2+l < ... <i,,,,+ . ..++. and at least y- 
m, - . . . -mi-, + 1 generalized zeros on { s^,, + + m,_ 1, . . . . sY - (i - 1) + 1 }. 
Apply Proposition 3.1 and d*- iu has at least y - m, - . . - rn- 1 = mi 
generalized zeros on (im, + _. + m,_, . . . . sY - i + 1 }. In summary, then, u has 
an m,, . . . . mi right distribution of generalized zeros on (sl, . . . . sy - i + 11. 
For the remainder of this paper, let 2 <I G n, and let m,, . . . . m, be 
positive integers such that xi= 1 mi = n. For each 1 <k < n, define 
i 
1, if l<k<m,, 
rk= l-j, ifm,+ . . . +m,~j+,+16kdm,+ ...+m,-j,l<j<l-l. 
Note that {rk} satisfies (3). 
The proof of the next proposition is similar to, but much more tedious 
than, the proof of a result given in Eloe [3, Proposition 3.21. Thus, we 
state the next proposition without proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let u be a sequence defined on I” such that u has an 
m,, . . . . m, right distribution of generalized zeros at {sl, . . . . s,}, where {sj};, 1 
satisfies (2). Then, for each 1 <k < n, there exists { a1, . . . . ok} E I” such that, 
ifl<k<m,, then a<a, < ... <a, in I” and 
(-l)kPJ+lu(aj)>O, l<j<k, 
and ifm, + ... +m,-, + 1 dk<m, + ... +m,, for some 26~~1, then 
a<a, < ... <cJ~,, 
(0 m,+...+mp-, ~)G7,+...+mo~,+l < ... <fJm,+...+mg, 2<p<cc, (8) 
(0 m,+...+m,-,~)(T,,+...+m,~,+l< “.<ok in Zn--a+l, 
and 
(-l)kP’+‘A’-‘u(a,)>O, (9) 
for each pair of indices 1 < i < c( and 1 < j < k satisfying m, + . . . + 
mi- I + 1 <j<m, + ... +mi. 
Remark. As is shown in Eloe’s proof [3, Proposition 3.21, it can be 
shown above that aj=sjor aj=sj-1, l<j<k. 
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We now present the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.4. The following are equivalent: 
(i) (1) is m,, . . . . m, right disfocal on I”; 
(ii) (1) has an F-system with respect to { rk} of solutions on I”; 
(iii) (1) has a D-system with respect to { rk) of solutions on I”; 
(iv) there exists a system of solutions u,, . . . . u, of (1) on I” such that 
Dk(i,, . . . . i,;s,,...,s,)>O 
for all sets of indices satisfying 1 < i, Q . . . < i, < 1, ij < rki+ 1, 1 < j < k, 
andfor allpoints {s~}~=~ satisfying ~<s~<s~+~ in In--i,+‘+‘, ~yi~=i~+~, 
anda<s,ds,+, inI”-$+I+‘, ifij<ijtI, l<j<k--1, l<k<n. 
Proof The pattern of the proof is to show that (i) implies (ii), that (ii) 
is equivalent to (iii), that (ii) is equivalent to (iv), and that (iv) implies (i). 
For (i) implies (ii), assume that (1) is m,, . . . . m, right disfocal on Z”. Let 
uI, . . . . U, be a system of solutions of (1) on I” satsifying the partial set of 
initial conditions 
A’- ‘uk(a) = 0, 1 <i<n-k, 
(-l)“~‘A”~‘u,(a)>O, ldkdn. 
(10) 
Note that Dk(i, . . . . i + k - l)(s) = 0, a 6 s < a + n - i - k, and 
Dk(i, . . . . i+k- l)(a+n-i-k+ l)>O, for 1 <i<r,, 1 <k<n. (Note that 
this assertion is true for 1 d id n - k + 1, 1 < k 6 n and so, it is trivially true 
for 1 d i< rk, 1 <k <n.) By induction on k, we shall show that 
Dk(i, . . . . i+k-l)(s)>O, for a+n-i-k+ 1 <s in Zn--i-k+2, l<i<rk, 
16 k 6 n, A continuity argument will then be employed to construct an 
F-system with respect o (rk > of solutions of (1) on I”. 
Let k = 1. Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that D’(i)(s) < 0, for 
some a+n-i<s in Znpr+‘, for some 1 Q i < r, = 1. Assume without loss of 
generality that D’(i)(s- 1) > 0 and so A*- ‘uI has a generalized zero at s. 
Since u,(a)= ... =u,(a+n-2)=0 by (lo), A’-‘u,(a+n- j- l)=O, if 
l< j<l and l<n, and A’-’ u,(a+n- j- l)=O, if l< j<l- 1 and l=n. 
By repeated applications of Proposition 3.1, it follows A’- ‘uI has a 
generalized zero in {a + n - 1, . . . . s + i - l}. 
There are two cases to consider. 
(a) Assume that m, = 1. By (lo), u, has n - 1 consecutive generalized 
zeros at {a, . . . . a + n - 2). By Proposition 3.2, u1 has an m,, . . . . m,- 1 right 
distribution of generalized zeros at {a, . . . . a + n - l}. Since A’-%, has a 
generalized zero in {a + n - 1, . . . . s + i- I}, it follows that uI has an 
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ml, -., m, right distribution of generalized zeros on {a, . . . . s + i - 1). This 
contradicts (i). 
(b) Assume that m, > 1. Arguing as in (a), it follows that ui has an 
m I2 -., ml- I9 m, - 1 right distribution of generalized zeros at (a, . . . . a+ 
n - I- 1 }. Since A’- ‘ui has a generalized zero in {a + n - 1, . . . . s + i - l}, u1 
has an ml, . . . . m, right distribution of generalized zeros on {a, . . . . s + i - I} 
which, again, contradicts (i). 
Thus, assertion (ii) holds for k = 1. 
Now, let k > 1 and assume D”(i, . . . . i+a- l)(s)>O, a+n-i-Lx+ 1 <s 
in I +-orf2, 1 <i<r,, 1 < c1 <k. Again, for the purpose of contradiction, 
assumethatforsome1~idr,,andsomea+n-i-k+l<sinI”-‘-k+2, 
that Dk(i, . . . . i+ k - l)(s) < 0. Assume without loss of generality that 
Dk(i, . . . . i+k-l)(s-l)>O. Let u=ciui + ... +ck-iuk-i +u, where 
the constants ci , . . . . ck ~ i are chosen such that A’- ‘U(S) = . +. = 
A’- ‘~(3 + k - 2) = 0. From the induction hypothesis, the coefficients 
ci, . . . . ck-, are uniquely determined. 
We now show that A’- ‘U has k consecutive generalized zeros at 
(s, . . . . s + k - 1 }. Note that by properties of determinants and elementary 
row operations, Dk(i, . . . . i+k-l)(s)=Ai-lt++k-l)Dk-l(i,...,i+ 
k-2)(s). Thus, if Dk(i, . . . . i+ k- l)(s)=O, then Aiplu(s+ k- l)=O and 
A’- ‘r.4 has k consecutive generalized zeros at {s, . . . . s + k - 1 }. If, on the 
other hand, Dk(i, . . . . i+k- l)(s)<O, then 
0 > Dk(i, . . . . i+k- l)(s) 
=A’-‘u(s+k-l)Dk-‘(i,...,i+k-2)(s) 
and 
0 < Dk( i, . . . . i+k- l)(s- 1) 
=(-l)k~1Ai~‘u(s-1)Dk-1(i,...,i+k-2)(s). 
In particular, (- l)k A’-‘u(s- 1) A’-‘u(s+ k- 1) >O and A’-‘u(s) = 
. . . = A’- ‘U(S + k - 2) = 0. Thus, A’- ‘U has a generalized zero at s + k - 1 
and Ai-% has k consecutive generalized zeros at (s, . . . . s + k - I>. 
Again, there are two cases to consider. 
(c) First, assume that rk > rk+ , , or that k = n. This corresponds to case 
(a) above. If m/=1, then r, =Z>l- 1 =r2. Since rk >rk+i, there is some 
O< j<l--1 such that k=m,+ . ..+m.-jandrk=I-j.Notethatn-k= 
ml + ... +ml-j-1. Ul, . . . . uk satisfy the partial set of initial conditions (10) 
and so u(u) = . .. =u(u+n-k-1)=0; thus, U, where u=c,ui + ..+ + 
ck- i uk- i + uk has been constructed above, has an m,, . . . . m,- j- 1 right 
distribution of generalized zeros at {II, . . . . a + n - k - I+ j + 1). Now, u has 
been constructed such that A’-% has k consecutive generalized zeros at 
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s,...,s+k-1, where a+n-i-k+l<s and l<i<r,=l-j. If i=f--j, 
A’- j- ‘u has k consecutive generalized zeros at s, . . . . s + k - 1 and by 
Proposition 3.2, A’-*- ‘u has an m,- J’ ..., m, right distribution of 
generalized zeros at {s, . . . . s+k-Z+i-l}.Ifl<i<Z-j,notethatbythe 
partial set of initial conditions (lo), Ah- %(a + n -k - h) = 0, 1 f h 6 I- j. 
Thus, by repeated applications of Proposition 3.1, it follows that A’-‘- ‘1.4 
has k generalized zeros in {a+n-k-l+ j+ l,..., s+k-l+ j+i-1). 
Hence, if 16 i < rk = E-j, it follows from Proposition 3.2 that A’-j-lu 
has an m,_ j, . . . . m, right distribution of generalized zeros on 
{a+n-k-l+ j+ 1, . . . . s + k - 1 + i - 1 }. In particular, u has an m, , . . . . m, 
right distribution of generalized zeros on (a, . . . . s + k - l+ i- 1 } and this 
contradicts (i). 
(d) Now, assume rk = rk+, . This corresponds to case (b) above. Then, 
for some j, l<jdZ--1, m,+ ~~~+m,pj+,+l<k<m,+ ...+m,-j, or 
1 < k cm,. Arguing as in case (c), it follows that u has an m,, . . . . m,- I-, , 
m,+ ... + mlej -k right distribution of generalized zeros at (a, . . . . a + n - 
k-l+j} and A’-‘- ‘u has a k-m,- ... -m,-,,,, m,-j+l ,..., m, right 
distribution of generalized zeros on (u + n -k - I + j + 1, . . . . s + k - I + 
i- 1 }. This implies that u is an m,, . . . . ml right focal solution of (1) on I” 
which contradicts (i). This completes the argument that Dk(i, . . . . i+ k - 1) 
(s)>O, for u+n-i-k+l<sin Zn-i-k+2, l<i<r,, l<k<n. 
For t B 0, let u!‘)(s), 1 < i < n, be the system of solutions of (1) on I” 
satisfying the initial conditions 
A’-‘u~(u)=(-~)~-’ t”-i-k+‘/(n-i-k++)!, l<i<n-k+l, 
A’- lUk(U) = 0, n-k+2<i<n, l<k<n, 
where O”= 1. Thus, up, 1 <i< n, satisfies (10). Eloe [3] has shown that 
Dk(i, . . . . i+k-l)(s)>O, ldi<n-k+l, l<k<n, u<s<u+n-k, 
where the system ui , U) 1 G i < n, is now the system employed in each deter- 
minant Dk(i, . . . . i+k- l)(s). Thus, Dk(i, . . . . i+k- l)(s)>O, 1 <i<r,, 
1 < k < n, a < s < a + n - k. It now follows by continuity, as in [3], that for 
t sufficienty small, ui (‘) 1 < i < n, is an F-system with respect to {rk} of ,
solutions of (1) on I”. This completes the proof of (i) implies (ii). 
It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.3 that condition (ii) is 
equivalent to condition (iii). 
We now address the equivalency of condition (ii) with condition (iv), It 
is clear that (iv) implies (ii), since by properties of determinants and 
elementary row operations, Dk(i, . . . . i+ k - l)(s) = Dk(i, . . . . i; s, s + 1, . . . . s + 
k- 1). Thus, set ii = i, sj =s+ j- 1, 1 <j< k, and (ii) follows from (iv) 
immediately. 
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TO show that (ii) implies (iv), first define an ordering, which we call an 
antilexicographic ordering, on the set of indices satisfying 
l<i, < ... 6ik <l, ij6r,_j+,, 1 < j<k. (11,) 
For sets of indices h,, . . . . hk and i,, . . . . i, satisfying (11,) we say 
(h , , . . . . hk) < (il, . . . . ik) ifandonlyifh, <i,, 
where a = max{p: h, # ip>. 
The argument employs a double induction on k and the 
antilexicographic ordering. For k = 1, there is nothing to prove. Hence, 
assume 1 <k < n and assume D”(i,, . . . . i,; si, . . . . s,) > 0, for all sets of 
indices i, , . . . . i, satisfying (11,) and all sets of points satisfying a < sj < sj+ i 
in In-i,+l+l , if ij=ij+,, and a<sj<sj+, in Z+-il+l+‘, if ij<i,+l, 
l<j<a-l,l<a<k. 
For indices i, = ... = ik = 1 and points a < s, < . . . < sk in I”, it follows 
from the Krein-Gantmacher criterion [6, Theorem 1, p. 2831 that 
Dk(l, . ..) 1; S1, . ..) sk) > 0; see, Hartman [7, Theorem 5.1(g)]. In addition to 
the inductive assumption on k, assume that (1, . . . . 1) < (iI, . . . . ik) and 
assume statement (iv) holds for all (h,, . . . . hk) -c (iI, . . . . ik). 
Consider Dk(il , . . . . i, ; sl, . . . . sk) where the i,‘s and sP’s satisfy the con- 
ditionsof(iv).Letj=max{1dp~k:ig>ig_,)orsetj=1,ifi,= . . . =ik. 
Then ij = ... = ik. There are two cases to consider depending on whether 
sj-, < sj or siPI = sj. 
For the case s, ~, < sj, it follows that sj- i < sj < sj+ I < . . . < sk, since S , 
li = .” =‘k* It follows from Lemma 2.1, with b = (AG-*ul(sj), . . . . 
d ii - ‘t&j)), that 
Dk-‘(i2, . . . . ijpl,ij-l,ij )..., ikp1;s2, . . . . sj-l,sjTsjT...,sk-l) 
x Dk(i, , . . . . ik; $1, . . . . Sk) 
=Dkel(il ,..., i,-,;s, ,..., skpl) 
x Dk(i,, . . . . ij- , , ii - 1, ii, . . . . i, ; 
S*, -..9 Sj- 13 sj9 sj, .**5 sk) 
+ Dk-‘(i,, . . . . i,; s2, . . . . Sk) 
x Dk(il , . . . . ij- , , ii - 1, ii, . . . . ik _ 1 ; 
Sl 7 -*-, sj- 1~ sj, sj, ..*Y Sk- 1). 
By induction on k, each determinant Dk- ’ of order k - 1 in the above 
expansion is positive. Moreover, ii = . . . = ik and so, (i, , . . . . iid 1, ii - 1, 
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i,, . . . . i,- 1) < (iI, . . . . ik). Hence Dk(i,, . . . . ij- 1 , ij - 1, ii, . . . . ik _ 1 ; s1 , . . . . sj _ , , 
s 13 sj,..., sk) > 0 by induction on the antilexicographic ordering. Finally, 
s, <sj+ 1 and so, Dk(i,, . . . . ijp,, i, - 1, i,, . . . . i,; s2, . . . . sjp Ir sj, si, . . . . sk) = 
Dk(i, ,..., i,-,, ij-1, i,-1, ij+l ,..., ik;S, ,..., S,-l,sj,Sj+l,s,+l ,..., Sk)>0 
by induction on the antilexicographic ordering. Thus, Dk(i,, . . . . ik; 
S1) . ..) Sk) > 0. 
For the other case, sj-i =s,, again note that sjp1 =sj<s,+i < ... <Sk. 
There are two subcases to consider depending on whether ij = ii- 1 + 1 or 
ij>ijel +l. 
If ij=ijpl + 1, then by properties of determinants and elementary row 
operations 
Dk(i,, . . . . ij-, , ij, ii+, , . . . . ik; $1, . . . . Sj- 1, Sj, Sj+ 1, . . . . Sk) 
= Dk(i 1, . . . . ij- 1 , ij - 1, i, + 1, . . . . ik ; 
s1, ...? sj-l, Sj + 1, Sj+ 1) ...> Sk). 
By the induction hypothesis on the antilexicographic ordering, the right- 
hand side of this equation is positive. Thus, Dk(i,, . . . . ik; sl, . . . . Sk) > 0. 
If i, >ij-, + 1, employ Lemma 2.1 as in the case sj- i < sj, with b = 
(Lw2u,(;,), . ..) d’-*&(sj)). It again follows that Dk(i,, . . . . ik; sl, . . . . Sk)>0 
and the proof of (ii) implies (iv) is complete. 
We now verify the last assertion that condition (iv) implies condition (i). 
Let u,, . . . . U, be an F-system with respect o { rk} of solutions of (1) on I”; 
thus, the system of solutions u,, . . . . U, satisfies the positivity conditions of 
(iv). We show that there are no m,, . . . . m, right focal solutions of (1) on I”. 
The proof relies on Proposition 3.3. Note here that each nontrivial solution 
u of (1) on I” has the form u=ck(ciul + ... +c&i&-i +r+) for 
cl, . . . . ck ER, ck ~0, for some 1 < k6n. 
For k= 1, ui(s) = D’(1; s) >O on I”; thus, ui is not an m,, . . . . m, right 
focal solution of ( 1) on I”. 
Let k > 1 and assume 1 < k < m, or there is some (x, 2 ,< tl d 1, such 
that m, + ... +m,-, + 16k<m, + ... +m,. Let u=ciui + ... + 
ckpluk-i +u, and assume that ZJ has an m, ,..., m,-,, k-(m, + .a. + 
rn,- i) right distribution of generalized zeros on I”. Apply Proposition 3.3 
and select Cl) . ..) ok-,) gk such that 
for each pair of indices 1< i Q OL and 1 < j < k satisfying ml + . . . + 
mipl + 1 <j<m, + ... +mi, and such that aso, < ... -CC,, G orn,+i < 
‘.’ <a,,+,2< ... <a,,,,+ ...+m,m,+l < .‘. <ak. 
Before we proceed, we introduce further notation. Let r = (il, . . . . ik) E Rk 
such that l=i, = ... =im,, 2=i,,+l = ... =i,,+, *,..., cc=im,+...+m,_,.+I 
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= . . . =I ‘k. For each 16 j< k, let I E Rk-’ be obtained from z by 
deleting the jth component. Let cr = (a,, . . . . ok) E Rk and for each 1 <j< k, 
let a(j) E Rk- ’ be obtained from (r by deleting the jth component. 
Substituting u = uk in the kth column of Dk(r; G), we obtain 
Dk(z; u) = A”- ‘~(0~) Dk- ‘(z(k); o(k)) 
k-l 
+ 1 (- l)k-’ A’-‘~(a,) Dk- ‘(r(j); o(j)). 
j=l 
By condition (iv), 0 < Dk(s; a); thus, by Proposition 3.3, 
k-l 
O< c ( -l)k-j+l A’-‘u(aj) Dkpl(r(j); g(j)) 
j=l 
< A”-‘~(0,) Dk-‘(z(k); a(k)). 
In particular, A a- %(flk) > 0. But this contradicts that (- 1) A”-‘~(a,) 2 0 
by Proposition 3.3. Hence, u does not have an m,, . . . . m, _ 1, 
k-(m, + ... + m, _ i ) right distribution of generalized zeros on I”. In 
particular, u is not an m,, . . . . m, right focal solution of (1) on I”. Thus, (1) 
is m 1, .a*, m, right disfocal on I”. 
Remarks. (i) Consistent with the concept of the m,, . . . . m, right 
disfocality of (1) being between the disconjugacy of (1) and the right 
disfocality of (l), the F-system, (D-system) given in Theorem 3.4(ii) 
(Theorem 3.4(iii)) is between a Fekete system (Descartes system), 
necessary and sufficient for the disconjugacy of (l), and a D-Fekete system 
(D-Descartes system), necessary and sufficient for the right disfocality 
of (1). 
(ii) There is an error in the proof of one of the lemmas in [3, Lemma 2.41. 
However, the proof of (ii) implies (iv) in Theorem 3.4, given here, can be 
employed to obtain several of the lemmas in [3, Lemmas 2.4, 2.5, and 2.61. 
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